The photoluminescence spectrum of a quasimonodisperse semiconductor quantum dot ͑QD͒ population is composed of a continuum of extremely narrow single QD spectra. This is due to inhomogeneities in nanocrystal size within a population and the color-size dependency imposed by effects of carrier quantum confinements. We take advantage of this population heterogeneity to gain a unique insight into the fluorescence resonant energy transfer ͑FRET͒ process between a QD donor and proximal dye-labeled protein acceptors. Our steadystate, time-resolved ensemble and single-QD studies demonstrate that the spectral dependency of the energy transfer rate matches the acceptor absorption spectrum as predicted by Förster formalism. This allows ratiometric FRET measurements based on the QD donor emission.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fluorescence resonant energy transfer ͑FRET͒ has been exploited in many disciplines to retrieve information about the distance between a donor and acceptor fluorophores, due to its sharp dependence on the donor-acceptor separation distance. 1, 2 This has led to applications such as detection of ligand-receptor binding and probing protein or polynucleotide structural changes. 3, 4 Although they have been extensively used for FRET studies, organic dyes present several drawbacks, such as limited photostability, and broad emission spectra, which cause spectral cross talks and limit the number of simultaneously observable signals. In the past few years, semiconductor nanocrystals ͑quantum dots, QDs͒ like CdSe-ZnS core-shell QDs, have been considered a promising alternative to organic dyes for biosensing and cellular labeling, [5] [6] [7] [8] and have been demonstrated as very appropriate FRET donors. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] They are both brighter and more photostable than most conventional organic dyes, and exhibit narrow ͓typ. 25-35 nm full width half maximum ͑FWHM͔͒ ensemble emission spectra. They also have broad absorption spectra and very high two-photon cross sections. 15 These properties push back FRET performance barriers. Indeed, their broad absorption spectra allow excitation of the donor in the blue/UV, far from the acceptor absorption region, which limits acceptor direct excitation. The narrow QD emission spectra do not include the broad red tail characteristic of organic dyes, which allows a clear spectral separation of the donor and acceptor emission, and reduces spectral cross talk. Finally, their excellent photostability improves the observation time.
FRET rates ͑or efficiencies͒ depend strongly on the overlap between donor emission and acceptor absorption spectra. However, the QD optical properties are dictated by the quantum mechanical color-size effect, due to strong confinement of the electron-hole pairs. Single QDs possess very narrow emission spectra ͑typically 15 nm FWHM at room temperature͒ with size-dependent central wavelengths spanning the whole visible spectrum from blue ͑smaller QDs͒ to red ͑larger QDs͒. Because of small inherent inhomogeneities, even a narrow size distribution population is always composed of individual nanocrystals of different sizes and thus distinct optical properties. In comparison, molecules in an organic dye sample are identical and heterogeneity is the result of uncontrolled environment perturbations.
Here, we take advantage of this size heterogeneity within a population to extract detailed information on effects of the spectral overlap on the Förster energy transfer between QD donors and proximal dye acceptors ͑in a QD-protein-dye conjugate͒. More precisely, individual QDs from a nearly monodisperse population conjugated to the same acceptor have different donor-acceptor spectral overlaps, due to their discretely distinct emission spectra, and they experience different FRET rates. We present ensemble ͑steady-state and time-resolved͒ and single-QD studies, where we show that a spectrally dependent FRET rate can be readily derived from the ensemble QD emission spectrum. Furthermore, we show that this rate closely traces the acceptor absorption spectrum.
II. THEORETICAL CONCEPTS
The FRET rate from a donor to an acceptor positioned at a distance r DA is given by 1
where 2 is an orientational factor and k r is the donor radiative rate. J is the spectral overlap integral defined as
where F is the donor normalized emission spectrum and A is the acceptor absorption spectrum. When considering FRET between organic dyes, the donor emission F and acceptor absorption spectra A are broad and quasi identical for every pair; this leads to a homogeneous spectral overlap and similar FRET rates for all pairs. Even though local inhomogeneities may distort single molecule spectra and lead to a population heterogeneity, single molecule emission spectra are still very broad. Consequently, single molecule donoracceptor overlaps are not sensitive to such heterogeneity. However, the situation is different when using QD donors with for example dyes acceptors, because the QD population intrinsically possesses heterogeneous and very narrow single QD emission spectra. Assuming for simplicity that the emission of individual QDs is much narrower than their ensemble spectrum, we define the photoluminescence ͑PL͒ signal detected at a wavelength from a population as the product between the number of QDs emitting at and their average intensity:
The FRET rate from a single QD donor to an acceptor positioned at a distance r DA is now dependent on its emission wavelength, , as given by
where 2 is an orientational factor ͑equal to 2/3 for random orientation of the dipoles, which applies to the case of selfassembled QD-protein-dye conjugates used in this study͒. 14 Here the spectral overlap integral J͑͒ becomes dependent on , and is defined by
where F is the normalized emission spectrum of a single -emitting QD. Since the emission spectrum of a single QD is much narrower than the absorption spectrum of an organic dye acceptor, we approximate F by ␦͑͒, which reduces the above integral to:
As a consequence, when using QDs as FRET donors, the spectral overlap for a QD population actually varies from one individual QD-dye pair to another, because of the distinct narrow emission spectra of single nanocrystals. This implies that a QD emitting in a region of higher acceptor absorbance undergoes a significantly higher FRET quenching than a nanocrystal emitting in a region of lower absorbance. Thus, we expect that the ensemble QD emission spectrum will change in both intensity and shape with increasing FRET rate, as we conjugate for example an increasing number of protein-acceptors to its surface. Here we use this "deformation" in the ensemble QD emission profile to spectrally resolve a wavelength-dependent FRET rate. We assume for simplicity that the donor quantum yield in the absence of acceptors is equal to ͓k r / ͑k r + k nr ͔͒, with k nr being the QD nonradiative decay rate. We also assume that r DA is constant throughout the sample. The signal from a population of QDs conjugated to n acceptors each is given by:
where S 0 ͑͒ is the signal from the QDs alone ͑without acceptors͒. Conversely, one can derive a FRET rate for QDs emitting at a specific wavelength from variation in the ensemble emission spectrum S n ͑͒:
Equations ͑4͒ and ͑6͒ above indicates that the FRET rate is also proportional to A ͑͒ 4 , which can be measured independently.
We illustrate this result ͓equivalence between Eqs. ͑4͒-͑6͒ and ͑8͔͒ by examining changes in the emission spectrum profile of QDs undergoing nonradiative energy transfer with different nonemissive quenchers, and by comparing the FRET rates with the acceptor absorption spectra. Additional time-resolved and single QD fluorescence measurements corroborated this equivalence.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Briefly, CdSe-ZnS core-shell QDs are synthesized stepwise using high temperature reaction of organometallic precursors in coordinating solvent mixtures made of alkyl phosphines and alkyl amines. 5, 6 The native capping ligands were cap-exchanged with dihydrolipoic acid ligands ͑DHLA͒ for water solubility. 16 In what follows we identify QD populations by the location of their emission maxima, e.g., 510 nm-QDs designate a population with a PL spectrum centered at 510 nm.
Engineered maltose-binding proteins terminated with a polyhistidine domain ͑MBP-His͒ are conjugated ratiometrically to DHLA-capped QDs via specific metal-affinity interactions. 12 Before self-assembly, some MBP-His were labeled with QXL-520 or QXL-570 maleimide quenchers ͑Anaspec, CA͒ at a unique cysteine residue ͑T80C͒ ͑Fig. 1͒. This ensures that the donor-acceptor center-to-center separation distance r DA is constant for all dyes associated with a single nanocrystal in each QD-MBP-dye conjugate. 16, 17 The number of acceptors per QD donor is simply controlled by adjusting the mixing proportions of QDs, labeled and unlabeled proteins for the self-assembly, assuming that all proteins in the solution bind to the surface of the QDs.
Conjugation to unlabeled proteins via noncovalent selfassembly leads to an increase in the QD PL, attributed to better surface passivation and reduction of the electric field effects. 12, 16 To avoid quantum yield differences between samples, the total number of MBPs per QD is maintained at 20 ͑near saturation͒, with different ratios of labeled-to unlabeled-proteins used. This allows varying the number of acceptors per QD, without affecting the overall PL yield of the sample.
14 Prior to conjugation, we measure the UV-Vis absorption spectrum of the labeled proteins ͑HP8453 UVvisible system͒.
The steady-state photoluminescence spectra of QDprotein-dye conjugates in solution ͑10 nM QD concentration͒ were acquired using a SPEX Fluorolog-3 fluorimeter ͑Jobin Yvon/SPEX, Edison, NJ͒ and a 350 nm excitation. Time-resolved photoluminescence spectra were obtained using a time-correlated single photon counting system. In the experiment the samples were excited by 402 nm ͑3.1 eV͒, 50 ps pulses from a pulsed diode laser ͑Picoquant LDH-P-C-400͒. The excitation power and repetition rate were ϳ0.4 J / pulse/ cm 2 and 500 kHz, respectively. The emission collected at 180°geometry and separated from excitation pulse by dichroic optics was spectrally dispersed in a monochromator ͑Acton Research SpectraPro 300i with a 600 grooves/ mm grating͒ and detected with a cooled multichannel plate photomultiplier tube ͑Hamamatsu R3809U-51͒. The detection system was coupled to a time-correlated single photon counting system ͑Becker-Hickel SPC-630͒. The time response of the laser and detection system was 70 ps. The slits of the monochromator were set to give a spectral resolution of 2.5 nm and changes in the exciton lifetime in each window were measured for each pair. This allowed us to probe spectrally-dependent FRET dynamics.
For single particle measurements, 575 nm-QDs were immobilized on a glass coverslip. PL signals from isolated QDs excited at 488 nm were acquired using a total internal reflection fluorescence microscope ͑Olympus IX-71͒ equipped with a cooled amplified CCD camera ͑Pentamax, Princeton Instruments͒, during 300 frames of 1 s each. To determine the spectral position of each QD emission, we split the fluorescence image into two spectrally distinct windows using a DualView system ͑Optical Insights, AZ͒ equipped with a dichroic mirror ͑Chroma͒ having a 50% transmission at 570 nm.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Steady-state ensemble PL
We find that for the same population the FRET efficiency is not constant throughout the PL spectrum of a QD population, but is wavelength dependent. Furthermore, heterogeneity in the -dependent FRET rate measured for a sample depended on whether the PL peak overlaps with the red, central or blue regions of the acceptor absorption spectrum.
When the QD population emits on the acceptor absorption spectrum red edge ͑e.g., 575 nm-QD/QXL-520 pair͒, the redder QDs engage in less efficient FRET interactions than the bluer counterparts, due to a difference in the spectral overlap; this causes an apparent redshift in the QD ensemble emission ͓Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͔͒. We also find that the wavelength-dependent FRET rates for solutions of 510 nm-, 530 nm-, and 575 nm-emitting QDs conjugated with dyelabeled MBP ͑MBP-QXL-520͒, derived from the data using Eq. ͑8͒, match the absorption spectrum measured for MBP-QXL-520 throughout the overlap windows ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒. For all QD-QXL pairs studied we confirmed that upon conjugate formation there is a systematic decrease in QD PL with an increasing acceptor-to-QD ratio per conjugate ͓Eq. ͑7͒ and Fig. 2͑b͔͒ . 12, 14 For the 575 nm-QD and QXL-520 pair we derive from this decrease a value for r DA of ϳ58± 1 Å, consistent with 59 Å distance measured for a similar labeling configuration. 17 Conversely, when emission from a QD population overlaps with the blue edge of the acceptor absorption spectrum, 4 for MBP-QXL-520 ͑dashed, black͒ together with those for the FRET rate spectrum, k FRET ͑͒, derived from Eq. ͑8͒ for 510 nm ͑blue / black͒, 540 nm ͑green / light gray͒, and 575 nm ͑red / dark gray͒ QD-MBP-QXL-520 conjugates. ͑b͒ 575 nm-QDs normalized integrated PL ͑circles͒ and ratio between the PL signals below and above 575 nm ͑triangles͒ vs the number of acceptors. The decrease of this ratio reflects the slight redshift of the ensemble QD-PL spectrum. Both fits were derived using Förster formalism.
like 540 nm-QD/QXL-570 pair, the redder QDs of the population are more efficiently quenched; this translates into an apparent blueshift of the ensemble QD emission ͑Fig. 3͒. Again, the -dependent FRET rate curve closely matches the quencher absorption spectrum over the overlap window. From the QD quenching efficiency we extract a separation distance r DA of 59± 3 Å, 14 which is again consistent with previous estimations. 12, 14, 17 Differences in the ZnS shell thickness for the two QD samples ͑540 and 575 nm emitting QDs͒ may explain why the r DA values for both systems are similar although the 540 nm QDs core is smaller than the 575 nm one.
A few approximations were made to reach the simplified expression of Eq. ͑3͒. We first assumed that the donoracceptor distances are constant throughout the sample, even though in principle the bluer QDs have smaller radii, 18, 19 and thus should result in a smaller separation distance. We also assumed that there is no PL quantum yield dependency on the QDs emission wavelength. However, regardless of these assumptions, the set of data shown for the various QDacceptor pairs studied clearly indicate that there is a close correspondence between the -dependent FRET rates and the acceptor absorption spectra. They further imply that within a sample population, effects of the spectral overlap between dye absorption and QD PL are dominant, as predicted by the Förster formalism. We exploited this heterogeneity as a very sensitive tool to derive the absorption spectrum of a nonfluorescent acceptor molecule at very dilute concentrations ͑cor-responding to a maximal optical density of about 0.001͒. Equation ͑1͒ suggests two different "scenarios" for the shift in the ensemble emission, due to either a physical shift of each QD emission corresponding to a modification of the population distribution N͑͒, or an apparent shift caused by a wavelength-dependent change in their intensities I͑͒. The results presented above suggest the latter mechanism. Nonetheless, steady-state ensemble measurements are unable to distinguish between these two possibilities. We therefore use ensemble time-resolved PL to monitor spectrally dependent dynamics changes due to FRET, as well as single QD FRET studies to separately measure population and intensity distributions.
B. Time-resolved ensemble PL
To complement the above steady-state fluorescence experiments we carried out time-resolved and spectrally resolved PL dynamics, where we measured the QD donor exciton lifetime within several narrow spectral bands ͑ϳ2.5 nm͒ across the emission spectrum of the QD population for each QD-acceptor pair. For each sample, we measured the exciton lifetime of QDs conjugated to unlabeled and dye-labeled proteins ͑i.e., in the absence and presence of proximal acceptors͒. To isolate the effects of spectral resolution on the FRET dynamics we analyzed the time dependence of the ratio of the time-resolved PL of QD-MBP ͑no acceptors͒ and for QD-MBP-dye ͑in the presence of proximal acceptors͒. This analysis allows us to correct for any size-and wavelength-dependent variations in the radiative and nonradiative decay channels. Figure 4͑a͒ shows the time variation of the above ratio for the 575 nm-QD-QXL520 FRET pair. Data clearly show that the FRET dynamics are not homogeneous within the QD population, with the exciton decay becoming progressively slower as we move from the bluer QDs to the redder QDs within the same population. This is clearly consistent with the nature of the spectral overlap between the QDs and the acceptor absorption spectrum: for this FRET pair, bluer QDs have a better spectral overlap than redder QDs, and should thus exhibit faster energy transfer ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒. In the converse situation ͑540 nm-QDs-QXL570 FRET pair where the QD PL overlaps with the blue edge of the acceptor absorption spectrum͒ the decay of the intensity ratio becomes faster for increasing wavelength ͓see Fig. 4͑b͔͒ . Here, the redder QDs have a better overlap with the acceptor absorption spectrum than the bluer QDs, which translates into a progressively faster FRET dynamics as we move from the bluer QDs to the redder QDs.
Although the experimental data follows the expected trends qualitatively, the experimentally extracted FRET dynamics did not exhibit monoexponential decays. We attribute this to the finite size of the emission spectra of single QDs. At room temperature, the emission spectrum widths are typi- cally 15 nm, due to thermal broadening. Consequently, within our ϳ2.5 nm acquisition window one can still collect signals from different individual QD colors, leading to a mixing of different mono-exponential decays in the experimentally observed FRET dynamics. In addition, heterogeneity in QDs radiative and nonradiative dynamics may also contribute to this deviation from mono-exponential decays. However, an average FRET rate can be estimated for each spectral acquisition window from the initial slope of the time-resolved fluorescence data, using the approximation
This rate corresponds to an average over the spectral window of the same width as the emission of an individual QD. The spectral dependence of the FRET rate extracted from the time-resolved data is in a reasonably good agreement with the steady-state PL measurements, for each of the two FRET pairs ͑as shown in Fig. 5͒ . These wavelength-dependent time-resolved fluorescence data confirm that heterogeneity in FRET rates due to differences in spectral overlap within the same QD population occur and they trace the type of energy overlap between the QD donor and dye acceptor for each studied pair.
C. Single QD study
We measured the signal from single 575-nm-QDs conjugated to either 20 unlabeled-MBP or 20 MBP-QXL-520, immobilized on a glass coverslip. In both samples, some QDs emitted mainly on either the red or blue side of the dichroic, while some others leaked into both channels, depending on their individual emission wavelengths ͓Fig. 6͑a͔͒. The signal from each window is average integrated into blue ͑I B ͒ and red ͑I R ͒ components. For each QD we define an emission ratio r = I B / ͑I B + I R ͒, which provides an indirect means of determining the position of the QD central emission: r = 0.5 corresponds to a 570 nm QD whereas higher and lower ratios indicate bluer and redder QDs, respectively. Because of the relatively smooth response of the dichroic, emission ratios of 0.2 and 0.9 corresponds to 560 nm-and 580 nm-QDs, respectively. Under our experimental conditions, blueing ͑shift of the emission ratio over time towards higher value͒ or bleaching ͑steady decrease of intensity over time͒ of the single QD signals were negligible over the course of the 300 s-acquisitions, but became non-negligible on longer time scales ͑Ͼ1000 s͒. 20, 21 We constructed a histogram of the population distribution as a function of the ratio r, N͑r͒, by counting the fraction of QDs exhibiting a particular r value. Similarly, we constructed a histogram of the average total intensity I͑I = I B + I R ͒ versus r.
We observe that the population distribution N͑r͒ is essentially unchanged between QD conjugate using labeled and unlabeled QD-MBP ͓Fig. 6͑b͔͒. The difference between the two distributions is on the order of the expected Poisson noise due to the finite number of measured QDs. The average emission ratio is ϳ0.50 for the QD-MBP sample and ϳ0.52 for the QD-MBP-QXL-520 sample. However, there is a significant change in the shape of the intensity distribution ͑I vs r͒, with bluer QDs exhibiting more quenching than the redder counterparts ͓Fig. 6͑c͔͒. This is consistent with the fact that redder QDs possess weaker spectral overlap with the quencher absorption than the bluer counterparts. We note that, even in the absence of acceptors, redder QDs appear brighter than bluer QDs. We attribute this to higher excitation cross sections and possibly higher quantum yields of the redder QDs within the population.
We derive a FRET rate spectrum from the ratios between the two intensity distributions in the absence and presence of acceptors, and compare it with the FRET rate derived from the steady-state ensemble experiment using the same QDacceptor pair. We use the transmission curve of the dichroic to translate emission ratios r into emission wavelengths. Despite the fact that possible interactions with the substrate may perturb the QD-protein conjugates, the single QD experiments are consistent with the solution ones ͑Fig. 7͒. This demonstrates unequivocally that the apparent shift in the ensemble QD emission spectrum ͑in addition to the expected FRET-induced PL quenching͒ is due to a wavelengthdependent rate of energy transfer, and not to a real shift of each QD emission.
V. CONCLUSION
We have used the unique emission properties of semiconductor QD donors conjugated to dye-labeled protein acceptors to correlate quantitatively a spectrally dependent FRET rate with the acceptor absorption spectrum, a feature that could not be achieved with conventional organic donors. Using a series of steady-state, time-resolved, and single QD experiments, we have demonstrated that the wavelengthdependent energy transfer rate matches the dye acceptor absorption spectrum, as predicted by Förster formalism.
These spectral dependencies of the rate of energy transfer are expected to extend to other mechanisms of energy transfer from QDs, such as electron transfer and metallic nanoparticle quenching. 22 The derivation of the energy transfer rate spectrum using QDs as energy donors is thus not limited to FRET but could also be used to investigate other transfer mechanisms.
The unique optical properties of semiconductor QDs make them particularly valuable as energy donors in single particle FRET experiments. 23 However, our results demonstrate that within the same population and under the same conditions, two different QDs are susceptible to undergo very different FRET quenching efficiencies due to differences in their spectral overlap. As a result, special care should be taken when designing a QD-acceptor FRET pair for single particle FRET sensing. For these applications, the optimal choice would involve a QD population emitting in a relatively flat portion of the acceptor absorption spectrum. However, this "inconvenience" could be turned into a significant advantage for ensemble ratiometric FRET measurements. Ratiometric measurements are indispensable for FRET studies in particular in biological sensing applications, where large concentration fluctuations can occur in tissues or in cells. This problem is usually addressed by measuring the emission ratio between the donor and the acceptor species. However, the use of broad emission fluorescent dye acceptors limits the number of FRET pairs simultaneously observable due to spectral cross-talk issues. The combination of nonfluorescent dye acceptors with QD donors allows ratiometric FRET measurements based on QD emission only as exemplified in Figs. 2͑b͒ and 3͑b͒ . Indeed, the emission ratio between two very narrow spectral bands on the blue and red side of the QD population provides a measure of the FRET efficiency. This could allow one to take full advantage of the narrow emission of QD populations and measure the FRET efficiencies from several donor-acceptor pairs simultaneously. Examples of such applications include ensemble and single molecule FRET multiplexing to sense different targets. 24 The optimal design for this purpose would then involve a QD population emitting on the edge of the acceptor absorption spectrum, similar to the FRET pairs used in this work.
